
Regulations for Library Entry 

 

In order to better provide services for readers and to ensure that library 

activities can be normally and orderly conducted, the regulations for 

library entry are formulated as follows:  

 

I Conditions for library entry:  

1. In-campus readers  

(1) The reader must swipe his or her own “campus card” before 

entering the library;  

(2) The reader who does not carry his or her own “campus card” or 

whose “campus card” does not work must show his or her valid 

certificates such as student ID card and employee’s card before entering 

the library.  

2. Off-campus readers  

 (1) Those who hold a universal library card for Jiangsu higher 

education, a universal library card for university alliance at Jiangning 

District, a universal library card for colleges and universities in Nanjing, 

Zhenjiang and Yangzhou or a temporary library card for our Library are 

required to register with the library card and passport, and enter in the 

library after relevant information are verified;  

 (2) Other visitors must show such valid certificates as passport, and 



enter in the library after approval and registration;  

 

II The readers should be tidy and elegant, and those wearing vest and 

slippers are not allowed to enter in the library.  

 

III After entry in the library, the readers should keep quiet, and set mobile 

phones to mute mode.  

 

IV Pay attention to public health, maintain a clean and tidy environment; 

do not take food and drink.  

 

V Smoking, inflammables and explosives are also strictly prohibited in 

the library. Readers should keep safety awareness, and carry around 

valuables in order to avoid being lost or stolen.  

 

VI Readers should use literature resources and facilities in the library in a 

civilized manner, not randomly mark something in books, furniture or 

equipment; when you look for literature, take out and put down materials 

with care, do not disarrange the shelves; follow the operating instructions 

and correctly use all kinds of self-service equipment.  

 

VII Courtesy, modesty and mutual assistance. Please use the “seat self-



service booking management system” to book a seat, do not grab a seat. 

The self-service locker is used only for temporary storage, please do not 

occupy for a long time.  

 

VIII Readers should obey the management of librarians according to the 

regulations and rules.  

 

IX In case of any problem, please timely contact the staff.  

 

Tel: 83786330 ( Main Campus Library)    

58099455 (Jiangning Library)  


